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large reference-room where teachers may not only come to work
but to obtain help with their work. A very fine dining-room
seats some hundreds. The Kitchen Committee produces meals at
cost price. There is the usual children's room. Facilities for all
kinds of amateur activities are supplied.
One of the most interesting rooms in the club into which I was
taken is called the Pedagogical Cabinet. It is a large room
furnished with reference-books, charts, diagrams, filing cabinets,
etc. Here are studied all educational problems of the Leningrad
District. Here come teachers for consultation and assistance.
From here issue suggestions for teaching, for syDabuses, reports
on research work, etc. In 1934 the club arranged 200 social-
political and 400 scientific lectures. The library lent over one
million books in that year.
Several of the large drawing-rooms had excellent dancing-
floors.
There is still a very great shortage of teachers, particularly
of qualified and experienced ones. It will be a number of years
before this deficiency is made good and before the average level
of teaching reaches that of Great Britain. Though the attitude
to children and to the profession is better than it is, generally
speaking, in this country, yet this lack of experience, this lack
of a teaching heritage, at present makes the Soviet teacher on
the whole a poorer teacher than her British colleague.
The urgent need for teachers has created two types of training
—one a permanent method, preparing qualified teachers, the
other temporary, preparing unqualified teachers to serve until
such time as conditions will allow all to qualify. Teachers for
nursery-infant schools and primary schools at present receive three
years' training at a pedagogical technicum. They enter this at
fifteen or sixteen years of age. When the ten-year school has
become a reality everywhere, the entrance age will be eighteen.
The work done in a pedagogical technicum is a stage lower than
that done in English training colleages. The course includes,
besides general subjects, social science (that is, Marxian politics
and economics), pedagogy and psychology, practical work with

